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Key Selling Points
Calligraphy is a therapeutic and mindful hobby that requires just a few low-cost tools and materials to get started, including paper, ink and
brushes
Guides you through all the essential techniques you will need such as holding the brush and creating characters
Beautifully illustrated with stunning photography throughout

Description
Create beautiful gifts, stationery and decorations that incorporate the elegant, centuries-old art of Japanese calligraphy.

Developed since the sixth century, practised by the royal elite and Buddhist scholars, and packed with spiritual meaning, Japanese calligraphy has
its own style: simple, elegant and gentle. Starting with a history section that illuminates thousands of years of calligraphy with inspiring examples,
the core of the book is a clear step-by-step guide to creating stunning calligraphy. The 15 projects, from a greetings card to painting calligraphy
motifs on river pebbles and linen hangings, represent authentic uses of Japanese scripts. The combination of simple strokes and meaningful
characters that makes up each of these unique projects means you can create artworks that will give you and your loved ones truly enduring
results. A clear materials section shows you exactly what you need to start, while the comprehensive techniques chapter demonstrates how to
hold the brush, create characters and write pieces. Also included are 100 of the most popular Western first names, plus a series of greetings,
sentiments and poems, including haikus and Zen proverbs, so you can personalise your projects.

About the Author
Yoko Takenami started her calligraphy studies at the age of six. Educated in Japan and in Ohio, US, she qualified as a master of calligraphy in
1990. Yoko now lives in London and teaches calligraphy at the School of Oriental and African Studies while also working as a TV broadcasting
interpreter. She regularly returns to Japan for inspiration for her calligraphy and tuition from her Teshinkai Master. Yoko has demonstrated



calligraphy for the UK TV programme New Millenium.
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